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About My Learning Projects

EVERY YEAR I TRY TO PICK UP A NEW TOPIC OF 
INTEREST WITHIN THE BROADER INVESTMENT 

CONSTRUCT AND DO A DEEP DIVE

IT HELPS ME GET BETTER AS AN ALL-ROUND 
INVESTOR BECAUSE OF THE NEW PERSPECTIVES I 

LEARN

I MAY NOT IMPLEMENT ALL THE THINGS I LEARN



WhatsApp forward kicked off the thought process

Most, if not all, people who are on the first column are NOT buy-
and-hold “value investors”

Read a few books authored by some on the first

Tried to gather as much information about the styles of individuals 
on the first column, focusing on those who I was not aware of 
earlier (number of them are featured on New Market Wizards)

They are a mix of momentum traders, quantitative investors, macro 
trader investors, technical traders and value investors

Need to consider survivorship bias in selection set

Fact-check: Possible that data-set is fake. Basic sanity-check - $1000 
at 60% cagr over 30 years yields $131bn. Does/did Ed Seykota ever 
have or manage that kind of money?



Exploring Technical Analysis

Investing

Fundamentals

Business Industry Economy

Technicals

Demand & 
Supply

Did a fair amount of reading on understanding 
chart patterns and market dynamics. 

Great help from Hitesh Patel, who was my on-
call-support for validating my understanding ☺

My thoughts on technical analysis and Long term 
charts: 
• They help significantly in understanding the 

trend and demand-supply in a stock. 
• Helps in understanding the underlying market 

dynamics

• One of my interests was to understand if TA could help in market timing consistently
• Saw that no major TA could foresee the significant midcap/smallcap fall before it started
• Picked up lot of useful concepts that can be applied to long term investing

• I now do not buy a stock unless I see it is in an uptrend (defined in simple terms through a few indicators)



Ben Graham 1976 Interview

“I am no longer an advocate of elaborate techniques of security analysis in order to find 
superior value opportunities. This was a rewarding activity, say, 40 years ago, when our 
textbook "Graham and Dodd" was first published; but the situation has changed a great 
deal since then. In the old days any well-trained security analyst could do a good 
professional job of selecting undervalued issues through detailed studies; but in the light 
of the enormous amount of research now being carried on, I doubt whether in most cases 
such extensive efforts will generate sufficiently superior selections to justify their cost.”

“Essentially, a highly simplified one that applies a single criteria or perhaps two criteria to 
the price to assure that full value is present and that relies for its results on the 
performance of the portfolio as a whole--i.e., on the group results--rather than on the 
expectations for individual issues”

• The study of technical indicators brought me to studying Quantitative Techniques
• Came across Renaissance Technologies (one the best performing Hedge Funds) –

• https://www.investopedia.com/news/renaissance-technologies-may-be-creating-even-more-billionaires/
• https://www.businessinsider.in/A-secretive-73-billion-fund-offered-staff-the-rare-opportunity-to-invest-and-

then-delivered-a-bumper-return/articleshow/60094437.cms

http://www.grahamanddoddsville.net/wordpress/Files/Gurus/Benjamin Graham/A Conversation with Ben Graham - Financial Analysts Journal - 1976.pdf
https://www.investopedia.com/news/renaissance-technologies-may-be-creating-even-more-billionaires/
https://www.businessinsider.in/A-secretive-73-billion-fund-offered-staff-the-rare-opportunity-to-invest-and-then-delivered-a-bumper-return/articleshow/60094437.cms


All of the above parameters are 
quantitative in nature

Tweedy Browne Portfolios are built using the 
following construct

• Low price in relation to asset value

• Less than book value

• Less than net current assets

• Low price in relation to earnings

• Low PE/High Earnings Yield

• High Dividend yield

• Low price in relation to cash flow

• A significant pattern of purchases by one or more Insiders

• A significant decline in a stock’s price

• Small market capitalization

tweedy.com/resources/library_docs/papers/WhatHasWorkedFundOct14Web.pdf


Walter Schloss

Maintained a manageable asset size. 

15%+ CAGR over four and a half decades 

• Cigar butt investing over several decades 

• Owned 100+ stocks 

• Not interested in underlying nature of business 

• Looking for stocks hitting new lows 

• Trading lower than book value 

• Very little debt 

• No company visits. No talking with management.



Elements of an 
process/system driven 

portfolio

What to buy?

Screener 
(Techno-funda)

When to 
buy?

Fixed frequency 
(yearly / 

quarterly / 
monthly)

Dynamic (when 
the screen 

throws up new 
selections)

How much to 
buy?

Equal weighted

Market cap 
weighted

Valuation 
weighted

When to sell?

Valuation based

Technical

Moves out of 
screener



www.trendlyne.com
allows a techno-

funda screener and 
backtesting

http://www.trendlyne.com/


Smallcase has 
readymade screens 

for investing

You can connect to 
Zerodha / AxisDirect 
account to buy / sell 

the smallcase





• Very basic pure fundamental screen I have 
used for a number of years to look for strong 
companies

• No technical indicators used
• Equi-weighted portfolio reset at the 

quarterly / monthly intervals (only 2 realistic 
options that were available for testing)

• Trendlyne does not have more than 2 years 
of sales growth data

• Higher frequency does not make much 
difference

• Quite strong CAGR over a 5 year period
• Drawdowns are not great. Max of 12% in 5 

years.
• A reasonable portfolio can be made as it 

picks 10-20 stocks



• Taxes and other frictional costs need to 
be accounted for

• Need much longer duration data for 
realistic testing. Atleast 15-20 year data.

• Selling decisions cannot be modelled 
and tested using this tool.

• Variable portfolio allocation or sell 
decision based on allocation criteria 
cannot be modelled as yet

• Most likely to miss out on multibaggers
due to frequent resets

• Can returns possibly be improved with 
use of simple technical indicators (??)



• Added a simple technical indicator of market price > 50 day moving 
average (stock is in an term uptrend)

• Results in a significant improvement in returns



Features of QI

• Defined process / system

• Reduces / eliminates human biases (if fully 
non-discretionary)

• Does not need intensive in-depth study of 
companies (time-efficient)

• Focus is on process refinement

• Data driven decision making

Challenges of QI

• Usually higher churn

• Less or no conviction on portfolio stocks as no 
fundamental knowledge

• Difficult to implement complete adherence due 
to human biases (tendency to override the 
system)

Next step is to learn about machine 
learning / AI augmented algorithms (are 

they really possible?)

New area of interest - Can research be 
augmented significantly by systems like 

NLP + Big Data + ML?



Key 
Takeaways

Focus on quantitative data for decision 
making

Even if quantitative investing is not your 
cup of tea, a detailed written-down 
process helps tremendously in providing 
an action-plan for various situations.



Thank You


